Abstract. Distribution network is the connection of the generate system and transmission line, which is at the last stage of the process of the energy transportation. It is complex to judge the direction of the power flow, so that it is significant to study a more effective method to judge the direction of the power flow in the Overhead power line. This paper introduces the principle of the Biot-Savart Law firstly and then introduces the necessity of power system simulation,. To complete the analysis and calculation of electromagnetic field around Overhead power line when Signals Phase Earth Fault occur in the power system, the spatial rectangular coordinate system was established based on the arrangement of the Overhead power line. After the study of 10KV distribution network we create fault simulation platform ATPDraw and based on MATLAB simulation software, we use the electromagnetic transient program graphical input function and the strong calculation function of MATLAB to calculate electromagnetic field around Overhead power line, so as to provide the basis for further analysis.
Introduction
The Magnetic induction dB,which produced by a current element Idl at a point P in space, is proportional to the value of the current element Idl and the sine of the angle between the position vector that pointing the current element to the point P with the vector of current element Idl ,and inversely to the distance between Idl and point P.
In former formula， and the direction is perpendicular to the surface determined by the current element and vector r ，curve the finger and the direction of thumb is the direction of dB.That is Idl ,dB and r accord the right-hand screw rule.
The law of Biot Savart is proved by the H.C. Oster experiment. The experiment illustrate that the force which is given by long straight current-carrying to the magnetic pole is horizontal force. J.B. Biot and F.Savart believe that the force that current element gives to magnetic pole is perpendicular to the surface determined by current element and the magnetic pole, in a same way, a horizontal force. They make a conclusion about the relationship between the force and the angle of the bucking current-carrying,as well as the relationship with distance via the experiment that measure the force given by straight and curve current-carrying to the magnetic sole. With the help of P.S.M. Laplace, they got the rule of the effect of the current element to the magnetic pole. According to the view of the close range function ,the conclusion is understand by public as a rule of the production of magnetic field .
Model

Model assumptions
1) Assume that the Three-phase Conducting Wires of Overhead Transmission Line is in the in the triangle array. 2) The weather is normal.
3) There is no other magnetic field and electric source in the field.
Symbols and definitions 2.3 the model of magnetic field
According to technical specification for design of overhead distribution lines,power distribution line mainly adopts triangle arrangement or horizontal alignment.A three-phase conductor is infinitely long and is parallel to the ground, The instantaneous current in the three phase wire is Ia, Ib, Ic.We set up a coordinate system in a plane perpendicular to the three-phase wire as shown in the figure below.Three phase conductor coordinates is （Ｘｋ，Ｙｋ），ｋ＝ａ，ｂ，ｃ， the coordinates of the testing point P is(x,y). 
Among them Sa,Sb,Sc is the coefficient of horizontal magnetic field, u0 is the air permeability. The vertical component of the magnetic induction intensity of P is:
Among them Wa,Wb,Wc is the coefficient of vertical magnetic field ,u0 is the air permeability. When the constraint conditions are met, the coefficient of vertical magnetic field can be described: 
According to Karrenbauer Transform, vertical magnetic field is represented as followers： As is shown in the Figure 1 , Three-phase line is symmetry about tower and three-phase circuit meet the following relationship：
Where d is a horizon distance between two-phase circuit in outside and the tower. The coefficients can be simplified as: That is, when the point is far away from the three-phase line in the horizontal direction, vertical magnetic filed proportional to the zero sequence current.
The analysis of electric field
Using equivalent charge, we can calculate the electric filed strength around the three-phase overhead lines, which is shown as figure. Where λ is self potential coefficient of each wire and potential coefficient matrix, which can be obtained according to the method of images.Vertical electric filed y E detected by the three-phase voltage at the common point P generated and Horizontal electric filed x E are defined as follows:
Conclusion
After run in the ATP-EMTP we can obtain the Current image: Figure 4 electromagnetic image Distribution network is the connection of the generate system and current-carrying, which is at the last stage of the process of the energy transportation. The quality of the electricity in consumers' family is closely related to the situation of the distribution net work. However, the probability that network occur a single-phase-to-ground fault is extraordinary high. The line voltage among three phases remain unchanged，and the breakdown current is small , the circuit-breaker does not cut the circuit, and the system can keep working for a period after the fault happened. But the rise of the phase voltage and the arc at accident point will cause the electrical short-circuit and the destroy if the equipment. So it is valuable to discover a efficient equipment to distinguish the breakdown signal.
Write the formula in Matlab , calculate the transverse component Bx and the longitudinal component By of the intensity of the magnetization of the point which is underneath two detective point before and after the accident point for 3 meters. Compare 4 wave patterns intensity of themagnetization, we can get the influences that cutting-out breakdown gives to the magnetic field at different point.
